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ISSUE
SoniaDavis, left, does upperbody repetitions as her trainer, Bethany Dockett, looks on atBody Beautiful inBlack Jack, Mo.
"I lost two cousins to AIDS," Latifah says. "I lost
friends to it, high school friends who never even made
it to their 21st birthday.
The film debuted Saturday on HBO, and for the star,
it meant more than justanother chance to anchor a film.
disease
That's the case with "Life Support," Nelson George's
highly affecting film about the AIDS epidemic in mid-
dle-class America, in which Latifah plays a wife and
mother who is a reformed drug addict living with the
And while Latifah has parlayed success in the hip-
hop world into an impressive acting career - starring on
TV's "Living Single," appearing in numerous comedies
("Bringing Down the House," "Beauty Shop," "Taxi"),
some subtler films ("Living OutLoud," "Last Holiday")
and being anAcademyAward nominee for one Best Pic-
ture Oscar-winner ("Chicago") - it's the more intimate
roles that affect her.
But often the performers we're accustomed to seeing
playing to the rafters in lighter fare have the most power
to surprise us in small, serious films.
track.
And hercomic timing is as reliable as a sitcom laugh
NEW YORK — Queen Latifah has had her share of
big laughs and bigger triumphs.
diseases
Providers of health care know that being
overweight orobese is apath to life-threatening
The association also says that 78 percent of
black women are overweight, and that includes
the 50.8 percent who are obese.
The American Obesity Association says that
cultural factors related to diet, exercise and
weight among African-Americans play a role
in interfering with weight-loss efforts.
The Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention reports that black women suffer higher
percentages of diabetes, hypertension, cardio-
vascular disease, cancer and premature death.
Too much pressure
to work out?
Black women have too much going on to make it to the gym
Harry Jackson Jr.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
(MCT)
ST. LOUIS _ Andrea Riggs was ready to
take on the competition when she opened her
personal training studio in Black Jack, Mo.
The niche for Body Beautiful was to help
black women get into shape, be healthy and
look good.
"They told me they didn't want to lose
weight," Riggs said, recalling her efforts to
The competition she ran into, however,
wasn't Bally or Gold's or 24 Hour Fitness. In-
stead, her greatest competition came from at-
titudes about exercise and diet from the people
she wanted for her clients: black women.
recruit clients. "It's cultural expectations and
pressures. African-American women seem to
say, 'We want meat on our bones, and we all
want to be bootylicious and appeal to African-
American men.'"
THE FACTS
People who battle health disparities in Afri-
can-Americans agree with Riggs. But they ad-
mit the topic rarely is broached because offear
ofpolitical incorrectness. Still, that well-mean-
ing sensitivity may contribute to killing people.
African-Americans aren't the only people
to feel the effects of cultural impediments, but
they're at the top ofmany lists for having bad
health.
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■4 March Madness is in full
effectfor 2007 basketball
season
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￿ GammaPhi canpter of
AKA Sorority, Inc. stands
accused ofhazing, student
journalistspeaks outabout
the allegations.
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Jobreadiness, not just for seniors
Underclassmen gear upfor the job market
Shaunta Thompson
Contributor
College is a place designed
to prepare students for the
Career fairs, internships,
graduation, job offers.. .it all
happens so fast.
Many students come to col-
lege to gain the knowledge and
experience that one day will
lead them to become profes-
sionals intheir field ofstudy,
but what are underclassmen
doing to gear up for the job
market?
professional world
Senior Yvette McGill, a
journalism and mass commu-
nication major took part in the
several programs. One in par-
ticular is the UNC in Washing-
ton program where students in
the UNC school system get the
opportunity to study in Wash-
ington, D.C. for a semester.
The University also offers
There are a lot ofthings
available on campus to help
students get hands on work in
their field ofstudy. For exam-
ple, the campus radio station,
television studio and newspa-
per all work to help students
gainpractical experience.
UNC in Washington program
her junior year.
This past summer she also
went to London to study Brit-
department,
While there, she got the
opportunity to intern at the
Australian Trade Commis-
sion in theirPublic Relations
She is currently serving as
the student vice president of
Phi Kappa Phi honor society.
ish journalism during the sum-
mer through the University.
McGill also considers hold-
ing positions in differentorga-
nizations as a way ofhelping
her prepare for the job market.
Five ways to
save on your
grocery bill
Woman's Day
(MCT)
Food prices have increased so dramatically in recent
years, a trip to the supermarket is enough to ruin your
appetite. But you can still save on your grocery bill.
• Find the deals. Amazon Grocery (amazon.com/grocery)
offers more than 14,000 nonperishable grocery items,
with free Super Saver shipping on orders over $25. For
the products it stocks, Amazon offers plenty of varieties.
• Shopthe sales. A greatway to save money is to handpick the
loss leaders from several stores in your area. Loss leaders are
items priced lower than the store's cost. A new Web site,My Gro-
cery Deals(mygrocerydeals.com), isa cherry picker's dream come
true.Register at the site,then select the stores in your neighbor-
hood and watch all the sales popup.
• Couponsare nowavailable online, in magazines, through the
mail and directlyfrom some manufacturers'Web sites.
• Check ittwice. Grocerystore scanners arenotalways resetwith
current sale prices. Your chances ofbeing charged the full price
on a sale item are high.
• To get the right deal, stay alert and watch the scanner and
speakup ifyou seea discrepancy.
Latifah on
'Life Support'
for HBO
salary tables and tools,
plus 30,000+ jobs at the nation's
hottest companies.
DOWIQNES
©2002 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Finding Flaws
The number ofsecurity holes in Web
applications continues to rise.
1,800
1,500
A Caveman's Evolution: Is It So Easy?
Geico Tries to Turn
HitAd Campaign
Into SitcomPilot
1H 2H 1H
2004 '04 '05
Source: Symantec Corp.
tended an after-Oscars bash. Last
month, the caveman played a round
of golf with football analyst Phil
Simms during his Super Bowl pre-
game show on CBS. The five seg-
ments totaled about three minutes.
The deal was part of an ad package
that Horizon Media, Geico's media
buying firm, cooked up with CBS
that also included running cavemen
ads during the network's hours-long
run-up to the National Football
League championship.
Cavemen Spottings
The initiative for the cavemen pi-
lot came from Joe Lawson, the
writerbehind the cavemen commer-
cials and a Martin Agency em-
ployee, who decided in late fall to
pursue a TV show. With Geico's ap-
proval, the ad firm hired entertain-
ment services agency Management
360 to shop the idea to networks.
These appearances werepart ofa
strategy by Geico and the ad agency
that crafted the cavemen spots, the
Martin Agency, to move the charac-
ter beyond commercials. Like many
other marketers, the insurer recog-
nizes that thedeluge of ads on televi-
sion-and digital video recorders
that allow viewers to skip commer-
cials-means traditional ads aren't
as effective as in the past.
"As a marketer you have to look
for new and unusual ways to get
your.brand out there because of
large amounts of messaging clutter
and media fragmentation," says Gei-
co's Mr. Ward.
mascot, a mute character best
known for his creepy smile. The
burger baron recently starred in a
series of videogames, and the com-
pany says it has lined up a studio
and distributor for a feature film.
Russ Klein, Burger King's president
of global marketing strategy, won't
reveal the studio's identity or the
likely plot. But he says the movie
could appear as early as the end of
this year, with the film aimed at
"creating a back story for theKing."
Geico introduced the cavemen
characters three years ago, initially
in an ad promoting Geico's Web site
thatused the slogan "It's so easy to
use Geico.com, even a caveman
could do it." The ad became popular
and a series of sequels followed,
mostly centered on the idea ofcave-
men being offendedby the insensi-
tive slogan of the first commercial.
The characters have achieved ce-
lebrity status, thanks, in part, to Gei-
co's enormous ad budget. The in-
surer spent an estimated $403 million
onad time and space in 2005, accord-
ing to TNS Media Intelligence, an
amount expected to be up 20% last
year although final data aren'tavail-
able. Geico receives hundreds of let-
ters andemails about the characters,
and fans at college sporting events
have been known to hold up signs
that say "Beating [team name] is so
easy, even a caveman can do it."
More recently, the caveman has
been showing up outside ads. An ac-
tor dressed as a caveman showed up
at the Academy Awards and at-
Missing Links
Aspokeswoman for theABC Tele-
vision Studio, whichwill produce the
pilot, said no executive would speak
about the project because "it's way
toopremature tocomment." She cau-
tioned that there is no guarantee
"Cavemen" will result in a prime-
time show. ABC has ordered 15other
comedy pilots for the 2007-2008 televi-
sion season and will likely give the
green light to fewer than five for
full-fledged series production.
Much remains uncertain. It isn't
clear whether ABC would use the
three little-known actors who have
starred in the ads. The three are
identified by a person close to the
agency as Jeff Daniel Phillips, Ben
Weber and JohnLehr. It's also not
clear whether Geico would continue
to use the cavemen ads if the series
was to get off the ground, although
ABC would see that as a positive,
according to a person familiar with
the network's thinking, as the ads
would help promote the show.
The road to Hollywood isn't with-
out potholes for advertisers. CBS in
2002 tried building a sitcom around
a talking baby popularized in a com-
mercial for an Internet company.
"Baby Bob" lasted only five months.
Still, some ad characters have had
some success. The California Rai-
sins, which appeared in ads for the
California RaisinBoard, were a pop-
culture hit in the 1980s.The clay-ani-
mated figures, best known for an ad
where they sing and dance to "I
Heard It Through the Grapevine,"
starred in a TV special and had a
short-lived cartoon series on CBS.
If the cavemen series does make
it to air, it will leave in the dust
Geico's famed Green Gecko, which
has no spinoff in the works.
Says Geieo's Mr. Ward: "Evi-
dently the Gecko doesn't have the
right agent."
"It's about delivering to them
something they want to see and not
interrupting them," says Doug
Scott, executive director of branded
content and entertainmentat Ogilvy
& Mather North America. In many
ways, the trend harkens back to
early TV, when shows like "Colgate
Comedy Hour" were produced or
sponsored by advertisers.
One of the most aggressive has
been Burger King Holdings. The
chain has focused over the past year
on lifting the profile of its "King"
By Brooks Barnes
And Suzanne Vranica
Is
finding a way for marketers
to beat commercial-zapping
DVRs and helping networks
to cure the distressed state of
TV comedy so simple that a
caveman could do it?
ABC's decision to greenlight a
half-hourpilot programbased on Ge-
ico's popular cavemen characters
highlights the blurring line between
advertising and entertainment, as
well as the trouble the network has
had in launching successful sitcoms.
Although the project is at a na-
scent stage-there's no script and
no cast-plans call for the comedy to
be titled "Cavemen" and focus on a
trio of prehistoric characters who
battle prejudice in modern-day At-
lanta. ABC will pay for the pilot and
show, ifone eventually materializes.
Geico will have no creative1 control
but will receive a royalty payment
for the use of the character.
"We sell car insurance; we don't
make TV shows," says Ted Ward,
Geico's vice president of marketing.
"We are excited to have an opportu-
nity to do brand extension."
In the Background
While marketers have long de-
pended heavily on so-called product
placement where products are writ-
ten into the story line of a show,
some are now going even further by
creating entertainment program-
ming that subtly reminds viewers of
a brand name.
Fewer Ads
For Books—
OrReviews
U.S. productivity grew much
more slowly in the fourth quarter of
last year than previously thought
and labor costs soared, which could
prove worrisome to Federal Reserve
officials who must juggle signs of
slower growth with still uncomfort-
ably high inflation.
With Nielsen Media Research
now including college students liv-
ing away from home in its TV rat-
ings surveys, some networks are
starting to use attention-grabbing
campaigns to boost ratings among
the campus crowd. Networks such
as theCW are throwing costume par-
ties themed to TV shows, and stag-
ing events at fraternity houses and
spring break hot spots.
Networks formerly had little in-
centive tomarket to the nation's 17.4
million college students, because
Nielsen left college students living
away from home out of its ratings
surveys, which advertisers use
when deciding where to buy ad time.
Nielsen changed its mind after a
three-year pilot program found, for
example, thatviewing of ABC's med-
ical drama "Grey's Anatomy" in-
creased 53% among women 18 to 24
if college students were included.
The CW is tapping a group of col-
lege students on 20 campuses across
the country who work as college mar-
keting reps for CSTV Networks, a col-
lege sports cable network. One of a
number of such college marketing
groups created by marketers or ad
firms, the CSTV group initially pro-
moted the network but later began
working with CSTV advertisers.
Lack of Creativity
Gap Chief Decries
Gap's interim chiefexecutive of-
ficer said the apparel retailer needs
to make faster decisions and cut
through bureaucracy if it hopes to
hire and retain creative talent to
turn the company around.
In an interview, interim CEO
Robert Fisher also said the company
has relied too heavily on customer
research and focus groups, whichhe
said provide helpful feedback but
can't forecast what Gap should pro-
duce next. "Designers need to be in
a position where they can think cre-
atively," said Mr. Fisher, a Gap di-
rector since 1990 and chairman
since 2004. "We almost tried to insti-
tutionalize creativity." He said that
problem wasn't apparent until he
took his current job in late January.
Odds & Ends
TV networks-and marketing
firms-have discovered the value of
the college student.
TV Networks Lead
On-Campus Push
more-plentiful categories of "unre-
stricted" awards in recent years,
but at double or more whathad been
the standard mileage price.
A resurgence of fare-paying cus-
tomers has left fewer seats empty,
yet there are more miles in circula-
tionbecause airlines have found sell-
ing miles to credit-card companies
can be lucrative.
By Jay Hershey
Howto contact us:
CampusEdition@dowjones.com
AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• Why resume trickery has become
riskier.Travelers have long complained
about the paucity of available fre-
quent-flier-award seats and pro-
gram changes that effectively
raised the mileage cost of "free"
seats. Airlines have added new,
Where investors think it will go
depends a lot on their interpretation
of what just happened. Analysts see
at least three ways to view last
week's trouble, which resulted in a
4.2% drop in theDow Jones Industrial
Average. Goldman Sachs economists
outlined three competing views.
1. A much-overdue short-term
pullback. The Dow Jones industrials
hadn't fallen as much as 2% from a
high in more than seven months,
and hadn't fallen 10%in almost four
years. That is an exceptionally long
time without a serious hiccup.
In this view, hedge funds-large,
loosely regulated pools of private
capital-had more money invested
in stocks than they really wanted, to
avoid being left behind by the mar-
ket's recent gains. Now those funds
could pull back and bet on declines,
keeping stocks under pressure.
2. A flight from risky invest-
ments, such as developing-country
stocks, higher-risk bonds and small
stocks in the U.S. If that is what is
going on, the market shift is more
serious. Marc Stern, chief invest-
ment officer at Bessemer Invest-
ment Management, says he thinks
investors had become blase about
risky securities and that such invest-
ments could fall further.
3. A sign of a weaker economy to
come. This could be the most trou-
bling prognosis. Some investors took
former U.S. Federal Reserve Chair-
man Alan Greenspan at his word re-
cently when he said a recession later
thisyear couldn'tberuled out.Conser-
vative investors may be hunkering
downfor aperiod ofeconomic trouble.
New Battleground
For Web Security
Web-based applications increas-
ingly are in the crosshairs ofhackers,
putting major players like Google and
Yahoo in the security spotlight.
Web applications, both relatively
new and extremely popular, appear
to be headed for a period of worsen-
ing malicious attacks and program-
ming fumbles until software makers
fully grasp the security issues and
respond to them. Finding errors in
Web software and exploiting them to
create successful attacks is easy, ex-
perts say, because the applications
are complex and manyWeb-software
developers, bent on getting products
finished and released quickly, can
have poor security practices.
Many security experts say
they're concerned about Google's se-
curitypractices, particularly its tight-
lipped approach to disclosing flaws
and fixes. Douglas Merrill, Google's
chief information officer, pointing to
Google's secure coding practices and
extensive testing, says: "The state of
the technology, the state of the sci-
ence is improving, and we are at the
forefront of that improvement."
Frequent-Flier Miles:
Whose Go Further?
Are some airlines more miserly
than others when making dis-
counted frequent-flier award seats
available? It would appear so.
A spot check of available award
seats on 24 routes for various sum-
mer and fall 2007 travel dates found
that Delta and US Airways often re-
quired more miles than other major
carriers. American and United were
the most generous, with coach seats
available at their lowest award lev-
els on 14 of 24 trips checked. Conti-
nental and Northwestfell in the mid-
dle. US Airways offered its lowest-
priced award on only two of 24 itiner-
aries; Delta on zero.
As billions of dollars came out of
the world's stock markets lastweek,
the money didn't just evaporate. It
is trying to decide where to alight.
The economy continues to grow,
generating profits. Market interest
rates remain low, making it cheap to
borrow money. So there is no short-
age of cash.
Where Will Investors
Put Money Now?
• Companies are reaching out to par-ents to help woo college students.
• When a potential job involves un-likable tasks
Mr. Wilson says his plan calls for
using new technology to franchise
sucha sectionto other papers nation-
widethat could add reviews for local
authors. "I think it will enhance rev-
enue ifwe can hit 30 cities," he says.
Sarah Ellison contributed
In an era of targeted marketing,
publishers say the best time to
reach readers is when they are in
the stores withmoney in their pock-
ets. New York publishing houses
have always cried poverty when it
comes toadvertising. Every book re-
quires a different ad, as in the
movie business, but the publishers
don't have the studios'deep pockets.
Some publishers dofeel remorse-
and concern. It's hard to generate
word-of-mouth if readers don't see
reviews. "I've argued that regard-
less of whether we think an ad is
selling a book, maybe we should
help preserve some review space,"
says Tom Perry, associate publisher
of Random House Publishing Group.
Frank Wilson, book-review editor
at thePhiladelphia Inquirer, says he
has proposed that his paper restore
its standalone section. "I don't un-
derstand why newspapers, when
they want to cut space, they immedi-
ately think of depriving people who
like to read," he says.
The New York Times Book Re-
view is an exception. "In 2006, our
[ad] revenue from books was up al-
most 10%," says Todd Haskell, vice
president, business development,
for the Times. (The figure refers to
the book-review section plus the pa-
per as a whole.)
By JeffreyA. Trachtenberg
Sometime
this spring, the
Los Angeles Times is ex-
pected to announce that it
is folding its Sunday book
review into a new section
that will combine books
with opinion pieces. That would re-
duce to five the number of separate
book-review sections in major city
newspapers, down from an esti-
mated 10 to 12 a decade ago. The
reason: not enough ads.
Book publishers in recent years
have moved away from buying ads
in standalone book-review sections
in favor of paying to stack mounds
of books in the front of chain book-
stores. The book review as a sepa-
rate section is endangered not only
at the Los Angeles Times but at
other major newspapers like the
Washington Post, Chicago Tribune,
San Francisco Chronicle and San Di-
ego Union-Tribune.
caveman at the therapist,
popularized the character.
Geico ads, like one with a
Although reaction was mixed-
NBC, for instance, says it passed-the
concept allowed ABC a chance to ad-
dress a set of persistent challenges.
While achieving enormous success
with the dramas "Grey's Anatomy"
and "Desperate Housewives," the net-
work has for years failed to launch a
successful sitcom. In "Cavemen," ex-
ecutives saw a funny idea with a
built-in marketing hook.
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Start at Ernst & Young, and your career is headed in
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The suit, filed in the U.S.
District Court for the North-
ern District ofMississippi
Delta Division, charges that
ConAgra's negligence con-
tributed to the peanut butter
But on Friday, two personal-
injury lawfirms said they filed
a lawsuit against ConAgra
on behalfofthe daughter of
a woman who allegedly died
from salmonella poisoning after
eating Peter Panpeanut butter.
At the time ofinitial FDA
warning, no one had been
reported to have died from con-
tamination with the salmonella
bacterium, which usually trig-
gers symptoms like fever, diar-
rhea and abdominal cramps.
GreatValue peanut butter
made by other manufacturers is
not affected.
The center said Great Value
peanut butter made at the same
plant in Georgia that's thought
to be the source ofthe outbreak
could carry a similarrisk of
contamination. See earlier
story.
Great Value pea-
nut better being
recalled.
In mid-February, ConAgra
issued arecall ofthe two pea-
nut brands after the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
linked 288 cases offood borne
illnesses in 39 states to con-
sumption ofPeter Pan peanut
butter.
butter
through
the store
that
sold the
product.
Or they
can send
labels or
lids with
the 2111
product
code to
Con-Agra
forreimbursement
Con-Agra has said consum-
ers can get a full refund for the
recalled
peanut
should discard them. The prod-
uct code is printed on the lid of
both brands.
The foodregulator said
consumers whohave purchased
any PeterPan or GreatValue
peanut products thatbegin with
the 2111 product code, includ-
ing peanut-butter toppings,
The Omaha, Neb.-based
food manufacturer extended
the recall back to October 2004
from December 2005, the FDA
said in an advisory posted on
its Web site Friday.
SAN FRANCISCO
— ConAgra Foods widened a
recall ofits Peter Pan and Great
Value peanut butter products by
one year as the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration continues
to investigate a recent salmo-
nella outbreak among consum-
ers ofthe popular topping, the
federal agency said.
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Page 3
Yes, the Jan. 14 Iowa
caucuseswill set an earliness
record, but by only five days.
Toreally appreciate how the
date inthe previous cycle, the
Democratic field had already
made several non-debate joint
appearances (compared with
one so far this year.)
As for the early onset of
intraparty debates, by this
candidates for president. As far
back as the 1976cycle, Jimmy
Carter declared his candidacy
and was campaigning full time
before the end of 1974.And
he was not the first one in that
race.
presidential cycle, six Demo-
crats were already declared
Election Day are nothing new.
On this date in the previous
Candidacies thatare
launched twoyears before
sea change Minnesota, held primaries on
March 12, which turned out
to be the last meaningful day
ofthe race for the Democratic
nomination, as John Edwards
withdrew.
The problem with front-
loading, according to Edwards,
is that only candidates who
start out with name recogni-
tion, organization and money
can compete in so many widely
University ofMinnesota po-
litical scientist Larry Jacobs
agreed with Edwards that the
2008 cycle represents small
steps deeper into permanent
campaign territory.
"Governing is more and
more important, and the win-
dow for governing without hav-
ing to filter every statement and
every vote through electoral
considerations is shorter and
shorter," Jacobs said.
day, the intersection ofmany
primaries on the same day, goes
go back to 1984.
If several states move prima-
ries to Feb. 5, the nomination
contests couldreach an early
conclusion. But Super Tues-
22 sets the earliness record by
a margin offive days over last
cycle's date of Jan. 27.
In 1976, it crossed for the first
time into February. For seven
cycles, it floated around in Feb-
ruary. In 2004 New Hampshire
crossed the frontier into Janu-
ary. This cycle's date of Jan.
the first two weeks ofMarch
and always on a date within
endless campaign has steadily
become the norm, look at the
New Hampshire primary. From
1916to 1972, New Hampshire
always had the first primary,
In 2004, 10 states, includ-
ing California, New York and
The first-in-the-nation Iowa
caucuses and thefirst-in-the-na-
tion New Hampshire primary
will be held on the earliest
dates ever. Several big states
(California, Florida, Illinois
and New Jersey) are seeking
to move their primary dates to
Feb. 5, creating the biggest Su-
per Tuesday ever. So many del-
egates will be in play that the
race for thenominations might
be over in early February.
But here are some ofthe
reasons that underlie political
scientist Edwards' belief that
these events don't represent a
along that Vilsack dropped out
entirely(according to him) be-
cause he couldn't keep up with
the top fundraisers.
primary" is already so far
but a Feb. 21 joint appearance
by most ofthe Democratic field
inNevada), and the "money
Edwards ofTexas A&M. That
means politicians in campaign
mode seek to draw sharp con-
trasts with their opponents for
Yes, we are in the age of
the permanent campaign," said
presidential scholar George
news."
If so, you are not alone.
And there's some basis for this
feeling. But be careful not to
mistake a trend thathas been
building since the 1960sor '70s
for what CNN calls "breaking
long-predicted moment when
the governing neverreally be-
gins because the campaigning
never really ends?
MINNEAPOLIS —Do you
have the feeling that the 2008
presidential race has charged
across the frontier into the
By Eric Black
Sfar Tribune (Minneapolis)
We've already had the first
TVads aired (by former Mas-
sachusetts Gov. MittRomney,
inkey early-primary states), the
first debate (not really a debate,
year than everbefore, but not
by much. "I don't think there's
anything about this cycle that
constitutes a sea change," he
said.
cades, really, Edwards said
Certain campaign season land-
marks will occur earlier this
national interest.
But permanent campaign
mode started years ago, de-
after they win office. They are
bound to run everything they
say and do through a calculus
oftheir political interest, which
might be differentfrom the
short-term political advantage.
They box themselves into posi-
tions that might limit their abil-
ityto compromise or change
ConAgra
expands
recall to
2004-05
TheA&T Register Page 4
AKA's hazing: are we surprised?
AKA chapter accused ofhazing
By J. Samuel Cook
Black College Wire
The Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. chapter at Alcorn
State University in Mississippi,
oncereferred to as "Gangster
Phi" for its brutal hazing ritu-
als, is under fire for allegedly
engaging in underground haz-
ing activities.
The Gamma Phi chapter
postponed a scheduled Feb.
25 "interest meeting" and
suspended intake pending an
investigation.
The allegations came in
an e-mail sent to the national
organization, claiming that ille-
gal hazing activities had taken
place. The e-mail was sent
under an assumed name.
However, a sophomore who
asked not to be identified told
the Alcorn Campus Chronicle
that she and other prospective
members were made to meet
members of the sorority in their
dorm rooms, perform calisthen-
ics and purchase food and other
amenities for the "big sisters."
Aspirants were not allowed
to look members ofthe sorority
directly in the eyes, she said.
"They would call us around
1 or 2 in the morning and make
us come to their dorm room,"
the sophomore said.
"Once we were there, they
would make usrecite history,
founders and other information.
We would have to do push-
ups, sit-ups, and jumping jacks
when we got answers wrong or
weren't in sync."
The sophomore said she had
not sent the e-mail making the
allegations.
Patricia A. Owens, assistant
director ofmembership for
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc.'s national headquarters,
said calisthenics and other
physical activities constitute
acts ofhazing and that the
organization mails copies of
the organization's anti-haz-
ing policy to each
nancial hazing,' 'pre-pledging,'
'post-pledging' or 'post-initia-
tion pledging,'" according to
the organization's Web site.
The sorority was forced to
suspend intake for all chapters
in 2002 after Kristin High and
Kenitha Saafir were drowned
during alleged underground
hazing activities at California
State University
college or university
annually.
The sorority,
founded in 1908 at
Howard University,
is a social service
organization. Its
stated focus includes
health resources
management,
economic growth
for black families
and entrepreneur-
ship. According to
J. Samuel Cook
Black College Wire
at Los Angeles.
Linda M.
White, supreme
basileus for
AKA, insisted
in a 2002 letter
posted on the
organization's
Web site that the
chapter at Cal
State Los Ange-
les was "sus-
pended . . . over
minor pledging
the sorority, there
are 49,015 active members
worldwide.
The Gamma Phi chapter has
conducted such community ser-
vice projects as Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, a Buckle Up
for Safety Campaign, a fresh-
men women's forum, a forum
for economic empowerment for
African American males, and
Go Red for Women, a health
and wellness awareness forum
for African American women,
in conjunction with the Alcorn
alumnae chapter ofDelta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
The organization enacted a
strict anti-hazing policy in 1999
that defines hazing stringently:
"a variety ofprohibited prac-
tices, including but not limited
to, 'underground hazing,' 'fi-
infractions" more
than two years prior to the girls'
deaths. An alphabetical listing
of suspended and expelled
members, as well as chapters,
is posted on the organization's
Web site.
Felisha Robinson, vice-basi-
leus for the chapter, said she
was "not sure" where allega-
tions ofhazing came from and
that she "has no knowledge of
it whatsoever." Robinson also
remarked that "anything con-
cerning AKA's interest meet-
ing is AKA business and AKA
business only."
Apparently this is not the
first time such allegations have
surfaced.
Jennifer Graham, the cur-
rent chapter basileus, asserted
that "people have been saying
they've been getting hazed by
Gamma Phi for years.
" The chapter was under in-
vestigation in 2005 for hazing.
Several members were sus-
pended from the sorority, but
the chapter remained intact.
Alcorn State University also
has a strict anti-hazing policy
that is outlined in the university
handbook. Penalties for hazing
include suspension, expulsion,
fines and civil prosecution.
In Mississippi, any person
violating anti-hazing laws is to
receive a penalty of not more
than $2,000, imprisonment in
the county jail for not more
than six months, or both.
Shundera Perteet, who
became graduate adviser for the
Gamma Phi chapter in August
2005, said in a Feb.23 memo
addressed to Sherylynn Byrd,
who chairs Alcorn's Depart-
ment ofMass Communication,
that she "cannot confirm any al-
legations . . . from an unauthor-
ized source" and that "such in-
formation should be dismissed
as campus gossip." Perteet also
said the cancellation was an
administrative decision and that
"regardless ofthe reason," all
decisions are made in the best
interest ofthe chapter.
The memo asserts that the
GammaPhi chapter is active
and thatall chapter operations
are continuing.
Perteet completed the memo
by reiterating that she "does
not owe anyone outside of[the]
sorority an explanation for the
cancellation."
The interest meeting for the
chapter was tentatively re-
scheduled for March 8.
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EDITORIAL
Sorors back with a vengeance
By J. Samuel Cook
Black College Wire
When the text message ar-
rived on my cellular phone, I
instantly knew what was about
to happen,
"Here they come," the un-
identified source had said. How
they were able to pinpoint my
location, I'm not certain.
They had established an
elaborate network among them-
selves — nearly 100members
on the campus alone— in
which they parked their
vehicles at strategic locations
on the Alcorn State University
campus and communicated via
cellular phone.
I had attempted to circum-
vent them by taking dirtroads.
I hurried down the stairs
ofthe Industrial Technology
building, which houses the
Department ofMass Commu-
nication, in order to avoid any
confrontation.
I had been informed by a
campus police officerearlier
in the day that, despite the
harassment, ifthe young ladies
did attack me and I retaliated, I
would be arrested.
My hands were tied. I
wanted to avoid confrontation
at all costs. I was, however, too
late.
By the time I reached the
lobby, the pink-and-green sea
was upon me. Two members of
the Gamma Phi Chapter ofAl-
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
stood in the lobby, but were
preoccupied by a gentleman
to whom they were voicing
their disdain about my March 7
article on Black College Wire
about their chapter allegedly
engaging in underground haz-
ing activities. I hurried past,
only to find that seven or eight
other sorors were awaiting me.
They began to loudly taunt
me, trying to goad me into
an altercation, asking ifI was
"happy now."
I reached my vehicle and
thanked God that it was still in
one piece. Now I only prayed
that it would start and I could
escape the brooding pack of
sorority girls spouting their
venomous barbs at me.
Three more girls started walk-
ing toward me from behind my
vehicle.
Excellent. Here comes more
fun.
One, Felisha Robinson, the
vice-basileus of the chapter,
led the pack, telling the others,
"We should beat his ass right
now!"
Great. Just peachy. Exactly
what I need to top offwhat has
already been thebest day ever.
Now I'm going to have to get
ready to go to jail because these
young ladies are deluded into
believing they can physically
defeat a 23-year-old man. Wow.
By this time, they were
surrounding my car. I fumbled
in my pocket for thekeys and
turned them in the door lock.
I got in, still praying that the
car would start and I could
escape the latest chapter in the
nightmare that had become, as
the university promises, my
"unique and enriching experi-
ence."
Thankfully, the car started.
I began to back up as the
members continued to yell
slurs at me, narrowly avoiding
hitting one of the young ladies
with my rear bumper as she
stood defiantly in my way. I
drove off, hoping this would be
the end of a day gone horribly
awry. Sadly, it was not.
Like a ravenous wolf pack
Five ofthem, including Rob-
inson and the basileus ofthe
chapter, Jennifer Graham, had
taken me to a remote location
and left me, forcing me to walk
back to campus.
Robinson had coerced me into
her car by telling me, in her
sweetest voice, that we were
simply going to the library to
discuss the allegations.
As soon as the doors closed,
Robinson pressed the power
lock and, driving about 80
miles per hour, whizzed off.
Once we reached our destina-
tion, I was berated for covering
the story.
What, had I broken some
cardinal rule? Some unspoken
bond among black Greeks to
never discuss what goes on in
the seedy underbelly ofblack
Greek affairs? Obviously, 1
didn't receive that memo.
"You're justbeing messy."
"You will never be successful
as a journalist."
Riiiiight. I became a jour-
nalist to make friends. And
besides, when did you become
WalterCronkite?
"This story will never run. 1
can guarantee that."
And then, as quickly as it
began, they left me. I walked
back to campus alone. Just
great. Great. Great. Great.
About two weeks passed and
a peaceful calm fell over the
"Academic Resort," the term
for the campus coined by a
former president. The peace
remained until March 7. The
story had officially been posted.
The harassment resumed.
The girls followed me
wherever I went on campus,
traveling like a ravenous pack
ofwolves, salivating at the very
thought ofcatching me, inquir-
ing as to where I lived.
Earlier in the day, I had
been called into a meeting with
Shundera Perteet, the adviser
for the Gamma Phi chapter and
an administrator for the univer-
sity, and Cheryl Kariuki, the
executive aide to the university
president. Perteet told me that
I had created a lot ofprob-
lems for the chapter. I informed
her that the "problems" were
created by those who felt the
need to exert their power over
prospective members ofher
sorority, not by me.
"No," she said. "You created
the problems."
Perteet pressed me to reveal
the source quoted in the article,
to which I replied that by law, I
was not obligated to do so.
Kariuki telephoned Juanita
Sims-Doty, the regional direc-
tor for the sorority. I asked
Sims-Doty if, in order to ensure
clarity of information for all
parties involved, I could tape
record the conversation. Sims-
Doty declined, and so 1, in turn,
told Sims-Doty that I would not
discuss the article with her or
munication major and member
ofAlpha Kappa Alpha, rolled
down the car window and
glared at me with a scowl full
ofrage-induced hatred.
I was appalled by what the
usually amicable young lady
had become.
"He's over here at the admin-
istration building," she said
into her cell phone. "I'm sitting
right in front ofhim."
Someone send these girls
over to Afghanistan. They'll
find Bin Laden in no time flat.
Don't shoot the messenger
disclose who my sources were,
and terminated the call.
Kariuki assured me that the
stalking and haranguing would
stop.
Still, the harassment contin-
ued.
In theTwilight Zone
I watched from afar as Feli-
sha Robinson, Jennifer Graham
and an unidentified member of
the sorority filed a falsified po-
1 am a proud Alcornite and a
proud member ofthe African
American Greek commu-
nity via my membership in the
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.
I have taken solemn oaths to
protect both entities; however,
as a journalist, I have come to
understand that sometimes, in
order to protect those things
that we love most, we must ex-
pose some inconvenient truths.
It is unfortunate, however, that
many members ofthe African
lice report after I had reported
them for harassing me at the
Industrial Technology Building.
I received a call on my cell
phone informing me that the
10 young ladies were combing
the campus inquiring about my
whereabouts.
Three young ladies pulled
up and parked in front ofme.
Hentz, a fellow mass com-
American Greek community,
as well as the historically black
college and university system,
believe in sweeping nuisances
such as administrative malfea-
sance, organized censorship,
underground hazing activities,
deplorable physical conditions,
overt and covert harassment
and overall student displeasure
under the proverbial rug.
Hazing at Alcorn State University has become an increasing problem.
•Most recently, theEtachapter
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc. expelled five members for
inappropriate conduct and al-
leged hazing activities.
•The Delta Epsilon chapter
of Delta SigmaTheta Sorority,
Inc. was suspended from the
university in 1998.
•The DeltaKappa chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. was suspended in 2003 for
alleged hazing activities.
•The Alpha Zeta chapter of
Phi Beta Sigma was under
membership intake suspension
for the fall 2006 semester
I used to hang out in Brook-
lyn even before him, just in my
wilder days, a teenager trying to
be someone.
(Back then) if my mother
knew I was way the hell out
there, she would freak out!
"It made me really thankful
that I made it through that stage
in my life."
Latifah, who'll turn 37 this
month, grew up in Irvington,
NJ. Her mother was a teacher
and her dad was a cop.
She played basketball at
Irvington High School but
dropped out ofcollege to pursue
amusic career.
She released her first album,
"All Hail the Queen," when she
"I was struck by Latifah's
The actress and the director
are of one mind on the impor-
tance ofkeeping the story truth-
ful.
"Overwhelmingly, it's been
straight women, black women,
minority women, they're the
new group that's getting HIV
in big numbers. And because of
that, (they're) invisible."
"It's the invisible group,
straight women," says George.
These moments are so strik-
ing because viewers almost
never hear women, mothers and
wives, talk so openly about this
subject on TV or in movies.
Some of the most powerful
scenes in the movie are impro-
visational, and show Williams'
real-life peer groupatLife Force
having frank discussions about
sexuality and the disease.
safe sex.)
(Williams now and works
at the Brooklyn nonprofit or-
ganization Life Force, where
she educates women about the
importance of HIV testing and
on the life of his older sister,
Andrea Williams, who contract-
ed HIV in 1993 after having un-
protected sex with her husband,
an intravenous drug user.
"This is not a fictional story.
There are many Andreas out
here right now who need tohave
theirstory told."
"I think Andrea Williams'
biggest impact on me was, I was
remembering constantly that
I'm not just playing a part, that
there's a person behind every
word I say in this movie.
"We ran some of the same
streets and encountered some
ofthe same challenges," Latifah
says.
And Latifah, despite her sta-
tus in Hollywood, has not for-
gotten where she came from.
So when she met Williams, she
realized, "We had a lot more in
common thanwe didn't.
"There's very little hip hop.
These are the people who don't
make headlines. No one is try-
ing to be fabulous and fly."
"And the film is grounded
in so many levels ofreality (as
well). There are no drug dealers
in this movie," he adds.
"She was very particular
about things in the script. She
was on the lookout for anything
that seemed 'Hollywood.'
commitment to the character,
and to reality," says George, a
Brooklyn native.
was 19
A supporting role in Spike
Lee's "Jungle Fever" (1991)
followed, and soon she was
landing regular acting work,
reaching a career high as prison
matronMama Morgan in 2002's
"Chicago."
She'll next be seen in an-
other musical, director Adam
Shankman's upcoming big-
screen adaptation ofthe Broad-
way hit "Hairspray." She'll play
"Hairspray" may not seem
to have much in common with
"Life Support," but Latifah says
she approached both projects
with the same strength of pur-
pose.
Motormouth Maybelle, record
store owner and soulful musi-
cal guide to spunky teen Tracy
Turnblad (Nicole Blonsky).
"I play a totally different
character in each, but I can nev-
er allow myself to forget that
there's still segregation," she
says.
As much as 'Hairspray' is a
big comedy, those are the un-
derlying factors. That has to be
there for me. It has to be real."
The story of "Life Support"
is real to its heart.
"There's stillracism. There's
still people judging other peo-
ple because one person weighs
more than the other person.
George based his screenplay
For more information on HIV/AIDS
prevention visit the Sebastian Health Center
The pressures of working out for blacks
4. Brian McKnight
"Used To Be My Girl"
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UNCG ONLINE SUMMER SESS
Chances are you'll nevertell yourkids about thatkiller summer you spent in a classroom. So go
ahead, live a little and learn a lot this summer with UNCG's online summer session classes.
MAY 16-JULY26
5. Mary J.Blige
"We Ride"
Continued from page 1
6. LeToya
"Obvious"
7. Lionel Richie
"I Call It Love"
8. Ruben Studdard
"Change Me"
9. Lorenzo Owens
"Wanna See You Smile"
10.Ne-Yo
"Sexy Love"
Before they know it, they
are in their senioryear and have
taken all required courses to
Other students enter into the
University with a declared ma-
jor but are unsure ifthey wantto
pursue that field as a career.
Dr. Carter feels that some
students enter into the Univer-
sity with a declared major and
eagerly pursue opportunities
available to them.
Terrolyn P. Carter, assistant
professor at the Department of
Sociology and Social Work,
believes that the level in which
students prepare for the job mar-
ket varies among students.
"If you're going to be a
teacher, you need to begin as
soon as possible to see how that
environment will be. This class
given by Dr. Ahmad gives me
the opportunity to do that," Fin-
gers said.
Fingers gets the opportunity
toactually teachat Dudley High
School each week.
Sophomore Bryan Fingers,
an English major, has taken ad-
vantage of professor Ahmad's
service in the community cre-
ative writing class.
She is currently serving as
the student vice president ofPhi
Kappa Phi honor society.
Once you graduate, potential
employers will have expected
you to have done some ofthese
things.
For college students, it is
easier to travel study abroad and
get internships, sotaking advan-
tage can be key.
Many potential employers
will look at your resume but it's
good to have some experience
to show them that you know
what your field ofstudy is about
and have worked in it.
Cathy Fuller, the personnel
director at the Bank of North
Carolina, says that while good
grades are important hands on
experience is justa necessity.
Is it ok to just focus on your
studies, get good grades and get
a good job?
So, is hands-on experience a
necessity for the job market?
"What do I need to do to
make myself more marketable
is a question that students gen-
erally ask themselves intheir ju-
nior and senior years ofcollege,
not freshmen and sophomore
years," Johnson said.
close
David Johnson, of the soci-
ology department, thinks that
most students do not begin to
get serious about their career
after college until that time gets
graduate but haven't had time to
prepare for the market.
WRITERS NEEDED! (336) 334-7700
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And, the CDC says, when
they get these diseases, they
have more severe cases than
white women.
Yet compared with over-
weight white Americans, over-
weight black Americans are two
to three times more likely to say
Dr. Michael Railey, medical
directorofthe St. Louis County
Health Department, says that
"There's been less pressure
for blacks to lose weight be-
cause ofacultural acceptance of
higher body weight and heavier
body shapes," the site reports
their weight is average, even
after they've been diagnosed as
overweight or obese by a doc-
tor, says womenshealth.gov.
Continued from page 1
For example, Railey says,
"For black women to exercise,
there needs to be a social con-
nection. Studies tell us that
black women will work out in
groups, but not alone. Men are
health disparities are reaching
a crisis level for black women
and that it's time health officials
take gender into consideration
for any health concerns because
one size doesn't fit all.
"We're not all meant to be the
same size," Jones says. "While
being overweight or obese puts
youat risk for more chronic dis-
eases, you don't have to be(vul-
nerable) to those diseases. You
can be at higher weights and be
healthy."
Figure preferences aren't go-
ing to change overnight, ifat all,
but that doesn't mean people
can't be healthy.
Still, traditions can be altered
while not being abandoned, she
says. For example, a soul food
dinner could be made using a
smoked turkey wing instead of
a ham hock.
"So we value food (as some-
thing) more than just an energy
source," she says. "And that's
not justus.Many cultures have a
historical basis for their food."
And food becomes a centerof
celebrations.
Some American food traditions
"date back to slavery, eating
what's available rather than
what's healthy," Jones says.
"Black women with a little
more meat on them seem (at-
tractive), and that's not a bad
thing. A little bit ofhips, being
curvier, is appealing, and some-
times you do have men telling
their girlfriends and wives not
to lose weight because they like
the curves, the extra softness."
"There is some truth to that
in our culture," says Jones, who
is black.
I.Musiq
"Buddy"
2. Gerald Levert
"InMy Song"
3. Robin Thicke
"LostWithoutU"
Lori Jones, an instructor in
nutrition and dietetics with St.
Louis University, agrees that
cultural norms can be a route to
bad health.
- Appeal to men who tellthem not to lose weight.
- Eat traditional foods, manyof which are unhealthful, or in
unhealthful amounts.
- Fit in with their social cir-cle. — Protect their hairstyles
from sweat and heat.
Some experts say African-
American women often are un-
healthy because they want to:
"And who's going to make
our black women feel beautiful
but us?"
That's not the message that's
going out, he says.
"Until a (black) woman is in
a culture where the man says,
T love you just like you are; I
love yourkinky hair and I select
against long hair..."
men are still forced to try to
catch a man by looking the best
they possibly can," says Railey.
"Black women who want to
build relationships with black
"If a woman spends hours in
a (salon) chair and spends $60,
she's out ofthe gymfor at least
two days," Railey says.
Also, to get black women
to exercise and adopt healthful
lifestyles, you must take hair
and appearance into consider-
ation, Railey says.
more likely to work out alone."
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Latifah tackles serious issue in 'Life Support'
Continued from page 1
Photo Courtesy ofMCTCampus
Queen Latifah plays an HIV-positive former drug addict and mother trying to turn her lifearound in
HBO original film,"Life Support."
"So forme, I'm way past the
age of, It's so scary that I can't
even face it.'"
"Life Support" was filmed
last summer in Brooklyn, and it
brought Latifah (who was born
Dana Owens in Newark, N.J.)
back to the days before she was
cutting records and scoring Os-
car nominations.
"It was weird," she says. "At
16, I was running these streets
and I should have had no busi-
ness being there!
My (college) boyfriend lived
in East New York. I used to go
visit him and he lived way the
hell out there.
Georgia Tech possesses the
tools tohave afirst-round upset
over the seventh-ranked UNLV
Running Rebels before going
on to upset Wisconsin in the
second round as a 10 seed.
Another team that has a
chance to make the run that
Also, even though it's a
stretch, Maryland has a nice
path to the Final Four that can
easily be attained; makingarun
for them is not too far fetched.
Look for Wisconsin to be
the first two seed to exit from
the tourney also in the second
round.
Another team with a more
respectable winning streak is
the Ohio State Buckeyes with
17 straight, but at least OSU
also walked away with the Big
10regular-season title and the
Big 10 Tournament title, those
titles were a little jaded with
Wisconsin losing their big man
Brian Butch.
Going into the tournament,
one will have to think that the
Memphis Tigers have the most
momentum going into the tour-
nament with 22-straight wins,
but their makeshift conference
may deter minds.
• The South is the toughest region
with OSU, Memphis and Texas A&M as
the one, two and three teams in the re-
gion.The Southalso has my true sleeper
team in Louisville whowill be playing at
Rupp Arena in Kentucky, not too far from
Louisville.
• The consensus seems to be that
East is the toughest region in the bracket
and UNC will be the onlynumber onenot
to advance to the Final Four, but the East
to me is not the toughest. Washington
State has to be the weakest three seed in
the tourney.
Durant was originally supposed to
go to UNC, but they did not give him
the scholarship like he was supposed to
receive overa grades"issue," as a result,
he ended up goingto Texas and the Heels
got Brandon Wright instead. Durant had
the gradesfor UNCalll along.
• Even though UCLA is arguably de-
serving ofa one seed, they are probably
more comfortable with their two seed
because now they'll be playing in the
west bracket right close to home. UCLA
also is tied for most Final Four appear-
ances at 16withUNC.
• Since the turn ofthe century, the
ACC has won the most tourneys at three.
They are also tied with the Big 10 with
the most teams in the tourney at seven,
the odds may be onan ACC team.
• IfKevin Durant does geta crack at
UNC in the sweet 16,he might justdrop
50 on theTar Heels.
Somefood for thought
• Every team that has beaten Duke
since 1998has at least gone to the Final
Four. Six of the eight teams have gone
onto play for the national championship
and three of those six went onto win the
national championship.
Other upsets to look for is
the most popular upset seed,
the five seed by the 12 seed.
Illinois is very capable of
upsetting VirginiaTech and the
thought ofOld Dominionupset-
ting Butler is not very left field.
They even possess the arse-
nal to put UNC away like they
did in the 2005-2006 season
when UNC went to Southern
Cal.
Another Pac-10 team that
can be a spoiler in the NCAA
tourney is Southern California.
Everyone is talking about
the Sweet 16match-up between
North Carolina and Texas, but
the five seed that USC holds
may prevent Texas from get-
ting out ofthe second round.
The Trojan guards definite-
ly have the ability to put a team
like Texas away.
Oregon stumbled duringthe
year, but they proved at the end
of the year that they can put
together a nice tournament run
with winning the Pac-10 tour-
ney.
Maryland has set up is the Or-
egon Ducks.
The Lady Aggies will lose
no seniors. So the future looks
promising for the women's
hoops at A&T.
Cage-Bibbs had to alter her
strategythis season. She wanted
to red-shirt LaPorsha Lowry,
but attrition hurt the Aggies and
A&T finished with a 17-13 sea-
son.
Brittanie Taylor-James led
theAggies with 27 points.
Cook got into foul trouble
with four fouls midway through
the second half. That hurt the
Aggies tremendously.
A&T's Amber Bland and
Cook only finished with a com-
bined 15 points.
"North Carolina A&T has
some quality players," FAMU
coach Debra Clark said. "We
hadto settle downand defend."
A&T had a chance to tie the
game in the closing seconds.
Ta'Wuana Cook, the MEAC
rookie ofthe year, went up for
a layup and the Aggies thought
she was fouled, but FAMU got
the ball after the no call.
"Youth showed up today, fi-
nally," A&T coach Cage-Bibbs
said. "We didn't know when it
was going to happen. It hap-
pened today. Anytime you re-
make the team and you have so
much youth, we shouldn't have
gotten this far."
The Lady Aggies also suf-
fered a defeat to FAMU in the
MEAC Tournament, 71-69.
The number-three seeded
Lady Aggies lost their leading
rebounder, Lamona Smalley,
midway through the season, and
stilll nearly beat FAMU in the
MEAC quarterfinals at the RBC
Center where they only dressed
eight players.
"Finally, I can see the light of
the hard work."
cal teams," Eaves said. "The
heart of our team shows every
night.
Against the Rattlers, A&T
couldn't play the fast pace that
they used to beat FAMU this
FAMU, who hadn't won over
20 games in quite some time,
advance to the NCAA tourna-
ment in a play-in game against
Niagara.
"There's nothing bad I can
say about my team," Eaves said
after the loss to FAMU.
15-17 this year, we hadn't
won 15 games in my first three
years here. They did everything
I asked of them. They played
their heart out.
"We had two young men that
couldn't do it academically,"
A&T coach JerryEaves said. "If
they would have been out there,
we'dbe the most talented
team inthe conference. We have
solidified the talent base. We
worked out all the kinks."
Next season looks promising
for the Aggies however.
A&T has Steven Rush and
Jason Wills, a second-team all-
conference selection, returning
to the lineup. The Aggies third
leading scorer, Austin Ewing,
will also be back.
The Aggies lose seniors Der-
ek Crumpton, Greg Roberts and
Walter Booth.
FAMU (20-13) avenged their
two losses to A&T this season
with the win.
It had been six years since
the A&T men's basketball team
had wona tournament game.
The Aggies, who had a bye
in the first round ofthe MEAC
tournament, beat Norfolk State
for the third time this season on
Thursday, but the Aggies were
downed by Florida A&M in the
semifinals at the RBC Center on
Friday, 74-66.
RALEIGH - A&T basket-
ball is back.
He was averaging 17.1 points
coming into the tournament and
has ranked third in the nation
with 3-pointers made.
"We had a very tough game
against Norfolk, trying to go
back-to-back against two physi-
FAMU triple-teamed Rush
oftenand took advantage ofsec-
ond-chance opportunities.
Rush, a UNC-Asheville
transfer, had been a threat all
year to opponents.
Steven Rush, an all-con-
ference selection, scored 22
points
But the tactic didn't work
against FAMU.
Rattler coach Mike Gillespie
knew Eaves wanted a quick and
fast game, the tactic used to de-
feat Norfolk State on Thursday.
"We finished third. I can't
think ofwhen A&T has finished
thathigh. Wehad a good season.
We cut our selves short ofour
expectations tonight."
A&T trailed by as many as
12, and they came back to cut
the score to 64-62, but a call
was overturned that would have
gave A&T the ball in position
to tie the game or even take the
lead. The Aggies couldn't re-
cover.
"It does hurt," Rush said of
the loss. "You always want to
make your fans proud, we done
a lot this year.
Those prospects didn't hap-
pen.
"Towards the second halfof
the season people tried to hold
the ball," Eaves said a day be-
fore playing FAMU. "(Norfolk
State) didn't want to run up and
down with us. Tomorrow night,
both teams are going to try to
score 100. It's going to be a
barnburner."
year.
FAMU's plan was to limit
how many times Rush got the
ball.
i i
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The Rattlers end both the men and women's seasons
It's a FAM-ily affair
TheA&T legister
with Josh Capers
Bracket Pandemonium
Darrick Ignasiak
Sports Editor
Join The A&T Register
NCAA Tournament Pool on Facebook
The winnerwill be featured in the April 4th edition ofnewspaper
As the tournament nears,
bracket pandemonium is sureto
spread across America leading
to the least productive workday
thatcorporate Americawill see
until nextMarch.
So who are you going to put
your money on in your brack-
et?
reasons why March is the best Sports month
Day 2 saw the Lady Aggies fall 13-3
to Albany in their first game and lose
again 17-13 ina shootout with the Se-
ahawks of UNCWilmington.
Caviness threw the second no hit-
ter of her career against the Lady Ag-
gies. A&T also fell in the second game
that day, 4-2 to Elon.
The Lady Aggies met a hot Camp-
bell Camels team and their pitcher
Lauren Caviness in their 12-0 loss in
the first day of theWinthrop invitation-
al last weekend.
again on Sunday.
The Softball team hosted the North
Carolina A&T Invitational over Spring
Break and won all three games, first
with a 24-3 drubbing of Maryland-
Eastern Shore, theN an 11-1 win over
Winston Salem State on Saturday and
a 10-2 win over Winston Salem State
Design by MichaelJ. McCray/Photos courtesy ofMCTCampus
There are 10good reasons why March is best month in all of sports. From the NCAA Tournament to the
PGA Tour and everything in between March is anysports lover dream.
March is the greatest month
for sports in the entire year.
There is something for every
sports lovers taste, from the
NCAA tournament to the PGA
Tour, any armchair quarterback
should he in heaven all March
long.
March Madness
The bread and butter ofthis
great month, March Madness
includes all the conference
tournaments, bracketology and
NCAA cinderellas.
March is where you see a
small school in the middle of
nowhere become a household
name. Spirited students with
3.9 GPAs turn into raving lu-
natics and the always loveable
mascots (Gotta love a Saluki
right?).
Games that go down to the
wire between traditional na-
tional powers and talented mid-
major teams. And who doesn't
love Dick Vitale?
NASCAR
NASCAR is the most popu-
lar sport in the country (who
else is pulling over 186,000
fans every week).
Even though the series Su-
per Bowl is the Daytona 500 in
February, the season heats up in
March with stops inLas Vegas,
Atlanta and Bristol. Where else
can you legally see cars wreck,
crash and burn at nearly 200
mph?
And who doesn't love a
good pit-road post-race scrap
between two good ol' boys.
NFLCombine
and Free Agency
Ok, the combine is in Feb-
ruary but the buzz of workout
warriors and Wonderlic genius-
es definitely carry on through-
The loss was the end ofa long jour-
ney for A&T seniors Greg Roberts and
Walter Booth who came to A&T after a
1-26 season in and lead the Aggies to
their best season in 10years.
The Aggies couldn't advance to
MEAC final, falling 74-66 to the even-
tual MEAC Champions FAMU.
MEN'S BASKET! Imim
The men advanced to the semi-
finals of the MEAC Tournament with
an 81-66 win over Norfolk State last
Thursday.
others have all become fix-
tures on nightly highlight reels.
Brittanie Taylor-James had a career
high 27 points while First Team All-
MEAC player AmberBland was held to
only seven points in the game.
WOMEN'S BASI
The Lady Aggies lost 71-60 to Flor-
ida A&M in the MEAC women's quar-
terfinals.
You have MLB spring train-
ing in the Cactus and Grape-
fruit leagues as well as the col-
lege baseball getting started.
Steriod scandals for the pros
and long bus trips down south
for Nothern college teams. You
have the trade hot stove, gossip
Baseball
Good teams try to become
greatteamsand the lesser teams
try to turn it all around.
out March with major schools
hosting their Pro Day, hoping
to increase the draft stock ofall
their players. Free Agency in
the NFL also begins in March.
Almost every year there is
a fight for the last spots in the
playoff race. In the West, you
see great games night in, night
out while in the East, you see
some college All-Star teams
(i.e. the Bobcats). The NBA is
in a good spot as far as consis-
tent stars too. LeBron, Kobe,
DWade (when healthy) and
5. NBA hits the
home stretch
and sunny weekends on col-
lege campuses. March is a time
whenit's not too hot or too cold
and you can sit out and enjoy
the great American past time.
Spring games give fans a
chance to get their first look at
next year's team; slobbering
over the new freshman run-
ning back who enrolled early
ortransfer and make ridiculous
predictions about how their
team will do the next season.
Major D-l schools have
huge turnouts for the annual
spring game while schools like
A&T hope to get better.
6. College Football
Spring Practice
Since everybody is chas-
ing Tiger Woods, you can at
least watch the battles for
second place.
Golf
Teams all over Europe
are jockeying for UEFA
Cup positionand unlike U.S.
soccer where the teams are
made up ofWorld Cup one-
hit wonders and marginally
talented players fresh out
of college, the UEFA teams
feature the biggest stars in
the world. It's a reason you
know the names Real Ma-
drid,Manchester United and
Barcelona... think about it.
The games might not
matter here in the U.S., but
across the world this is the
time ofyear where soccer is
more entertaining than ever.
Soccer
The AFL features a high
scoring game with tons of
celebrity owners, and of
course it's the only sport on
this list other than hockey
where somebody can get
smashed into the boards.
Take the time to watch a
couple games and youmight
just see that one player that
had seemingly disappeared
fromtheNFL ormaybe even
the guy down the street.
Arena Football
Since ESPN and ABC
are trying to push this pro
football hybrid harder than
NBC didthe XFL years ago,
I guess we can count it.
Florida A&M made the
NCAA tournament but
can forget about a break 6.Raymond (LU) def. Robinson (A&T):6-0,6-2
5. Davis (LU) def.Ferguson (A&T)
6-0,6-1
4. Huddleston (LU) def. Martin (A&T):
6-1,6-0
3.Torrice (LU) def.Palmer (A&T): 6-0,
6-1
Longwood 7 N.C. A&T 0
Singles
1.Triebskorn (LU) def. Ruffin (A&T):
6-2,6-1
2. Melson(LU) def. Jones (A&T):
3-6,6-2,16-14
Accident & Injury Center Emily Badger
The Orlando Sentinel
(MCT)
Close to Campus! This week's games:
709 East Market Street, Suite 200B
Greensboro, NC 27401
David Gibson, DC
1994,Chiropractic Graduate, Dallas, Texas
1986, The Ohio State University, BS Mechanical Engineering
Author, Lecturer, Health Care Practitioner
￿ Same Day Appointments
￿ Office Shuttle Transportation Available
￿ No Auto Injury Payments Expected Until Final Settlement
￿ Attorney Liens Accepted
￿ Appointments available before class, between classes, after classes
336-274-2520 Every Monday @ncatregister.com
Auto Accident Injuries, Work Injuries
Headaches, Neck Pain, Back Pain, Shoulder Pain, Numbness
Tingling, Disc Injuries
to schedulean appointment today.
Don't Wait and Suffer in Pain. Call 336-274-2520
3.Melson/Raymond (LU) def.Williams/
Ferguson (A&T): 8-1
2. Bucur/Torrice (LU) def. Ruffin/Martin
(A&T): 8-1
Doubles
1.Davis/Triebskorn (LU) def. Jones/
Palmer (A&T): 8-1
SOFTBALL
March 15th
N.C. A&T @Western Carolina
Cullowhee, N.C.
3 PM, Doubleheader
BASEBALL
March 16-18
@ Radford
Radford, Va.
vs. Charlotte
War Memorial Stadium
2 PM
TENNIS
March 17
<s> UNC Asheville
Winston-Salem, N.C.
10AM
March 15-17
49ersClassic
Charlotte, N.C
TRACK
You can catch
The A&T Register
Sports podcast
They had arrived home ear-
lier in the day from Raleigh,
N.C, site of the MEAC tour-
ney. They were expecting are-
laxing night at a favorite team
restaurant in Tallahassee.
"It was
Then the Rattlers found
they were bound for Tuesday
night's NCAA play-in game in
Dayton, Ohio.
The last-second basket,
which gave FAMU(21-13) the
Mid-Eastern Athletic Confer-
ence tourney title and an au-
tomatic berth into the NCAA
Tournament, still was sinking
in when Greene and his team-
mates sat in front of the TV
Sunday night for the NCAA
selection show.
"My teammates, they kept
bothering me," he said, "call-
ing me, 'Hey, it's on, it's on,
it's on."
Florida A&M guard Brian
Greene didn't have much of
a chance to savor the single
greatest second ofhis college
career, the alley-oop basket so
perfectly executed it wound
up being shown over and over
on ESPN as one ofthe top 10
highlights of championship
week.
a nightmare,"
"At least we're in the same
The one consolation is that
FAMU's opponent, Niagara
(22-11), the winner of the
Metro Atlantic Athletic Con-
ference tournament, has had
just as little time to prepare.
Never mind opposing game
tape.
"Here it is 6:30, and our
kids haven't evenhad a chance
to unpack and do laundry, and
now they've got to turn right
back around and possibly go
on for another week. We were
scrambling to get a flight and
accommodations, and meal
money."
FAMU Coach Mike Gillespie
Sr. said.
But his players were con-
fident the high of Saturday
night's game (and how it
was won) would carry them
through the fatigue for another
few days.
Not by Green, though.
"I've never scored a game-
winning bucket," he said.
"Just to be able to do it, to
close out your senior year like
that, it's something I know I'm
going to remember for the rest
ofmy life."
If they win Tuesday night,
theyadvance toplayNo. 1 seed
Kansas on Friday in Chicago.
If they lose, Gillespie worries
theMEAC title already willbe
forgotten back home.
position," Niagara Coach Joe
Mihalich said Monday just
after his team arrived in Day-
ton.
Niagara locked down its
bid last Monday in the MAAC
final.
The whole scenario doesn't
sit well with the Rattlers, who
are in the play-in game for the
second time in the last four
years. The format doesn't
seem fair to the players, Gil-
lespie said.
This is the third time infour
seasons the MEAC champion
has been in the play-in game
and the sixth consecutive sea-
son the game has included a
team from a historically black
conference.
games
This is FAMU's first 20-
win season since 1988-89,and
the Rattlers come in having
won seven of their past eight
"But it is what it is," Gil-
lespie said. "I just wish for
our guys (there'd been more
time). Our kids did not have
a chance to enjoy winning the
MEAC tournament and be-
ing on campus, and that to me
is the important thing we're
missing right now."
Gillespie arrived in Ohio
on, he estimated, two hours
of sleep in the previous two
days.
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Commentary by
Michael J.McCray
Sports Editor
The Lancers dominated the Lady
Aggies in singles and doubles
TENNIS
The Lady Aggies lost 7-0 to Long-
wood Saturday in their last home
match of theyear.
Gibson Chiropractic
The A&T Register
Nick Mayo and Neil Rosser also ho
mored in the Aggies offensive explo-
Freshman Kory Kinnear had five
RBI's in thewin with Jeremy Jones add-
ing three hits and three runs scored.
BASEBALL
The Aggie baseball team snapped
a six-game losing streak with a 14-9
win overElon Sunday.
sion
I know, I know, who
watches hockey? But ifyou
happen to stop on a game
and catch a good fight
or see a hard check in the
boards you won't be disap-
pointed.
7. NHL Playoffs
Race Heats Up
4. Who were theFab Five?
5. Who was Phi Slamma Jamma?
3. Name the only two players to have a triple-double
in a Final Four game.
2. What was so unique about CCNY's national title
team in 1950?
1.What prompted the NCAA to allow more than
one team from each conference toreach the tournament
beginning in 1975?4. B. Five. Bob Kurland
(Oklahoma State 1945-46),
Alex Groza(Kentucky 1948,
'49), Jerry Lucas (Ohio State
1960, '61), Lew Alcindor
5. A. Indiana in 1976
(UCLA 1967, '68, '69) and
Bill Walton (1972, '73).
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ANSWERS
1.C. The seven schools
are City College ofNew
York (CCNY) (1950); San
Francisco (1955, '56);
Cincinnati (1961, '62);
University ofCalifornia at
Los Angeles (UCLA) (1964,
'65, '67, '68, '69, '70, '71,
'72, '73, '75, '95);Louisville
(1980, '86); University of
NevadaLas Vegas (UNLV)
(1990); and Syracuse (2003).
The answer is eight if you
include University ofTexas
El-Paso (UTEP), which won
the national title in 1966,but
was calledTexas Western at
the time.
7 How many teams par-■ ticipated in the first
NCAA tournament?
A. 24
B. 16
C. 8
D. 4
6 How many times has■ the tournament
expanded?
A. 3
B. 5
C. 6
D. 7
5 Who was the last■ team to go undefeated
and win the championship?
A. Indiana
B. Kentucky
C. UCLA
D. Duke
4 How many players■ have won more than
one tournament Outstanding
PlayerAward? (Bonus:
Name them)
A. 6
B. 5
C. 3
D. 2
3 What city has been■ hostto the most
NCAA finals?
A. Kansas City
B. St. Louis
C. Indianapolis
D. Minneapolis
2 What is the record for■ most consecutive
weeks at No. 1?
A. 51 weeks
B. 46 weeks
C. 42 weeks
D. 40 weeks
af How many schoolsI ■ with acity in their
name have won a national
championship? (Bonus:
Name them.)
A. 10
B. 9
C. 7
D. 5
0%4h\ Whatmen'smm%Mm coach has the
most all-timeDivision I
wins?
A. Adolph Rupp
B. Bob Knight
C. JohnWooden
D. Dean Smith
4 What school has
153F■ the most Final
Four appearances?
A. North Carolina
B. Kansas
C. Duke
D. Kentucky
4 &t Which team hasI€#■ the most all-time
tournament wins?
A. Duke
B. Kentucky
C. Michigan
D. UCLA
Which team has
I ■ ■ scored the fewest
points in atournament
game?
A. Kentucky
B. Pittsburgh
C. North Carolina
D. UCLA
Which team has
Iw■ scored the most
points in a tournament
game?
A.Loyola Marymount
B. Syracuse
C. Michigan
D. Duke
■€ US What was the
first year all
four semifinalists
played in the same
city, creating the
Final Four 1?
A. 1952
B. 1956
C. 1960
D. 1963
<| Jg When did the
■ NCAA begin
seeding?
A. 1977
B. 1978
C. 1979
D. 1980
Jt 4% What is the lowest
I%0■ seedto win the
NCAA title?
A. No. 6
B. No. 8
C. No. 9
D. No. 11
■1 <f% What is the lowestImmm seed to reach the
Final Four?
A. No. 9
B. No. 10
C. No. 11
D. No. 12
tM What is the highest
I ■ seed to never win
a title?
A. No. 2
B. No. 5
C. No. 7
D. No. 9
tM 4% How many No. 15
I \fa seeds have defeat-
edNo. 2 seeds?
A. 6
B. 5
C. 4
D. 3
9 How many times has■ a No. 16seed defeat-
ed a No. 1 seed?
A. 3
B. 2
C. 1
D. 0
8 Since seeding began,■ how many champi-
onship game matchups have
featured two No. 1 seeds?
A. 2
B. 4
C. 6
D. 7
PICK-AND-ROLL
RICH SUGG/MCT
Syracuse forward Carmelo Anthony (15) drives
againstKansas forward Michael Lee (25) during
the 2003 NCAA Championship game.
Can you match the player with the record he holds?
19. A. North
Carolina, 16
appearances.
20. D. Dean
Smith, North
Carolina, 879-254.
6. D. Seven, the last being
in 2001 when it added the
play-in game.
7. C. Eight.
8. B. Four: 2005 (North
Carolina vs. Illinois); 1999
(Duke vs. Connecticut); 1993
(North Carolina vs.
Michigan); 1982 (North
||. Carolina vs.
Georgetown).
9. D. Zero
10. C. Four
(Richmond,
Santa Clara,
Coppin State,
Hampton).
11. B. No
5 (Florida in
2000 and
Indiana in 2002
are the onlyNo.
5 seeds to reach
the championship
* game),f 12. C. No. 11' (LSU in 1986andGeorge Mason in
2006).
JM 13. B. Eighth-
WH seeded VillanovawonV in 1985.
14. C. 1979.
15.A. 1952 in
Seattle.
16.A. Loyola
Marymount scored
149against
Michigan in 1990.
The Wolverines
scored 115.
17.C. North
Carolina scored20
against Pittsburgh, in 1941. The
J Panthers scored
I 26.
18. B.
Kentucky with
96. The Wildcats
also have the most
tournament
appearances with
46.
3. The most points scored in a single tournament game.
4. The most points in a single tournament.
5. The mostblocked shots in a single tournament game,
RECORD
1. Themost points in his tournament career.
2. Themost points scored by afreshman in a Final
Four game.r
loridaState's
Jexander
ohnson (32)
eats Duke's
heldenWilliams
>r a dunk during
2004 game.
E. Shaquille O'Neal, Louisiana State University
PLAYER
A. Carmelo Anthony, Syracuse
B. GlenRice, Michigan
C. ChristianLaettner, Duke
D. Austin Carr, Notre Dame
3 S 'Q > :q £ 'Z 'D I :SU3MSNVSOURCE: NCAA
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Think you're a true college basketball fan? Get ready
for the NCAA championships with our trivia quiz,
and see if you're ready to score or stuck on the bench.
Compiledby Chris Grandstaff/McClatchy Newspapers
MIKE MUNDEN/MCT
Universityof Kentucky coachTubby Smith
Can you match the coach with hisreal first name?
1. PhogAllen A. Orlando
2. Lefty Driesell B. Forrest
3. Doggie Julian C. Charles
4. Digger Phelps D. Richard
5. Tubby Smith E. Alvin
v £ 'a > ;h £ 'd 'z :a i :su3msnv
ONE-ON-ONE
Can you sink these 3-point questions?
2. B. UCLA for 46 weeks
from Feb. 9, 1971, to Jan. 15,
1974.(Ohio State is second
at 27.)
3. A.Kansas City has
been the host of 10 finals
